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Reference the Harlot of Revelation 17
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Revelation Eleven Outline
Revelation 11:1
➢ Apostle John was informed to measure (condemn) new, yet to be, third
Temple in Jerusalem.
➢ Jewish scriptural idiom: To measure or weigh something or someone or
someone’s plural is symbolic. This is for one of two purposes. The first is
positive as in someone or someone’s are being set apart and rewarded by
GOD, or as in this case, the soon to be rebuilt new 3rd Temple in Jerusalem is
being set apart, as in it has been measured and found lacking in the sight of
Almighty GOD, and is doomed to destruction.
➢ Future measuring of Arabia for destruction.
➢ Israel’s Third Temple will one day be rebuilt.
➢ Today in Israel an organization known as the Temple Institute exists with a
singular purpose: to rebuild a new 3rd Temple in Jerusalem.
Revelation 11:2
➢ The outer court was open to all peoples whom traveled to Jerusalem to
worship.
➢ History had proven time and again the prophecy of the Old Testament to be
true.
➢ Dome of the Rock
Revelation 11:3
➢ A matter must be established by the testimony of two or three witnesses.
➢ The two witnesses dressed in sackcloth, the ancient requirement as an
outward sign of mourning, warn about practicing Judaism and all other
religions upon the Temple mount for 1260 days or again the first 3 ½ years
of the Tribulation using a Jewish Sabbatical Lunar Calendar,
➢ While the antichrist rides with his pseudo false peace treaty, which ends in
disaster, and all through the Seal and Trumpet eviction notice Judgements,
these
two witnesses will be at the same time in Jerusalem giving warning to all
upon
the Temple mount committing false worship.
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Revelation 11:4-6
➢ A solid gold lampstand with a bowl at the top and seven lamps on it, with
seven channels to the lamps.
➢ Two olive trees.
➢ The body of Christ, the Church, those who believe in Jesus are the
lampstands. Properly divided into 7 lights or 7 Church Ages,
➢ Two witnesses against the soon to be built 3rd Temple in Jerusalem are
messianic Jews.
➢ We are in the midst of the woe judgements.
➢ The returning Jesus will once again gather the scattered Israel from the north
and the other surrounding nations in which the surviving Jews have fled or
been taken captive as slaves.
➢ The north: the Arab lands now occupied at this time by the Magog Russian
Persian Iran alliance.
➢ Fire in scripture is always associated with judgement for sin. But could this
fire from their mouths be literal?
➢ By the antichrists own decree the 2 witnesses condemning all within the
Temple will be untouchable until the antichrist seemingly dies, is revived,
and is now not just empowered by Satan but is actually possessed by Satan.
➢ The identity of the two witnesses.
➢ By their actions alone it appears that the 2 witnesses are Moses and Elijah.
➢ Or Enoch and Elijah? Both taken alive into Heaven.
➢ Yohanan Ben Zakkai a Jewish sage, as in one who gives prophetic advice,
alive near the time of Christ within his Deuteronomy Rabbah, commentary
on the Oral Midrash book of Moses: GOD said to Moses that in the time to
come when I bring Elijah the prophet back to Israel the two of you will come
together.
Revelation 11:7-14
➢ Antichrist as the Beast.
➢ The antichrist comes up from hell at this exact time to slay the 2 witnesses.
➢ Zion Square is the focal point of all Jewish culture life.
➢ The bodies of the two witnesses will be left for 3 ½ days.
➢ The whole world will celebrate the 2 witnesses’ demise.
➢ With the return of the antichrist from the dead, the world will be astonished
and believe him when he says he is g*d.
➢ When the 2 witnesses are publicly raised from the dead and are Raptured to
Heaven, John states the whole world will see it.
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➢ When GOD appears to be silenced at the death of His 2 witnesses there shall
be
unspeakable spiteful mocking joy in Jerusalem and around the world.
➢ It is said that there is no fear, as the fear of those who are truly evil when
goodness triumphs.
Revelation 11:15-19
➢ Verse 15 is an recap of Revelation Chapter 10, the mystery of Christ is
fulfilled.
➢ The 3 woes are Spiritual aspects added to the literal physical judgments of
the 5th -7th Trumpets.
➢ Verses 16 -17 24 elders are overwhelmed and prostrate themselves once
again before Almighty GOD because He has again done something
marvelous.
➢ Verse 18 - the time has come for judging the dead. This is the Bema
Rewards Judgement not for Salvation.
➢ The Age of Law is nearing total completion.
➢ GOD is removing His ambassadors as Spiritual war boils over upon the
Earth.
➢ Hint: you have to be in Heaven to be rewarded in Heaven.
➢ Heaven being open to those whom believe.
➢ Believers are awaiting Jesus’ Kingdom return.
➢ Almost every Rapture verse in scripture is for a mid-tribulation result except
for the Bride alone.
➢ Jesus is the Bridegroom and He is in heaven.
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➢ As of Revelation Chapter 4 His Bride is in Heaven.
➢ In a Church at a wedding the Groom’s family and the Bride’s family each
have
a side in the sanctuary.
➢ Matthew Chapter 25: The Bridesmaids
➢ Revelation 4 - the Rapture of the Bride of Christ; Revelation 11- the Rapture
of the Bridesmaids & OT Israel.
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